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Functions Added in Ver. 2.0

Seamlessly Switching Between Multiple 
Sounds While Performing (Sound Remain)

By using keyboard switch groups to collectively turn on/off the 
keyboard switch (& Reference Manual (PDF)) of multiple groups, 
you can switch multiple sounds in a single operation.

This is convenient when you want to seamlessly switch between 
multiple sounds while performing.

You can specify up to 16 combinations of keyboard switches as 
keyboard switch groups, and use the pads to switch between 
them. You can also save them in a studio set.

MEMO

Preset studio sets 65–69 contain keyboard switch groups for 
you to try out.

Operation flow
1  Setting the Pad Function (Pad Mode) to Keyboard Switch Group

%

2  Specifying a Keyboard Switch Group
%

3  Selecting a Keyboard Switch Group to Switch Sounds

Before you make keyboard switch group settings
Keyboard switch is useful only when you’re playing multiple 
parts.

Press the [SPLIT] button and [DUAL] button simultaneously to 
put the studio set in multi part play mode.

1  Setting the Pad Function (Pad Mode) to Keyboard Switch Group

1. Press the [PAD UTILITY] button.

2. Press the [6] (Pad Mode) button.

3. Press pad [8] (KBD SW GROUP).

2  Specifying a Keyboard Switch Group
For each group, specify the keyboard switches that you want to be 
on or off.

1. Press the [PAD UTILITY] button.
The KBD SW GROUP SELECT screen appears.

2. Press a pad [1]–[16] to select the group (1–16) that 
you want to edit.
The pad number corresponds to the group number.

3. Press the [2] (Edit) button.
The KBD SW GROUP EDIT screen appears.

MEMO

At this time, you can also access the KBD SW GROUP EDIT 
screen by pressing the SAMPLER section’s [BANK] button.

4. Use pads [1]–[16] to turn the keyboard switches on/
off.
The pad number corresponds to the part number.

Example setting) For group 1, turn on the keyboard switch of parts 
1–4

5. Press the [7] (Exit) button to return to the KBD SW 
GROUP SELECT screen.

6. As necessary, repeat steps 2–5 to edit the settings 
of other groups.

7. Press the [EXIT] button to return to the top screen.

8. If you want to save the settings, save the studio set 
(& Reference Manual (PDF)).

3  Selecting a Keyboard Switch Group to Switch Sounds

1. Press one of the pads [1]–[16].
The sounds are switched according to the settings of the 
keyboard switch group.

MEMO

If you want to edit the keyboard switch group settings while 
viewing the multi part play screen, press the SAMPLER 
section’s [BANK] button.

While the [BANK] button is lit, you can use pads [1]–[16] to 
specify the on/off status of each part’s keyboard switch.

Lit pads indicate parts whose keyboard switch is on.

When you finish making settings, press the [BANK] button 
once again to make it go dark.
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Memorizing the Pad Mode for Each 
Studio Set

You can memorize the Pad Mode for each studio set. If you specify 
the Pad Mode before saving the studio set, you can use each 
studio set with the Pad Mode that you prefer.

1. Press the [PAD UTILITY] button.

2. Press the [6] (Pad Mode) button.

3. Press a pad [1]–[8] or [16] to select the Pad Mode.

4. If you want to save the setting, save the studio set 
(& Reference Manual (PDF)).

MEMO

For more about Pad Mode, refer to the reference manual 
(PDF).

Using the Pad Mode of the Entire FA 
(System Setting) as the Pad Mode of a Studio Set

You can specify that the system setting Pad Mode be used as the 
Pad Mode of a studio set.

1. Press the [PAD UTILITY] button.

2. Press the [6] (Pad Mode) button.

3. Press the pad [16]. 
MEMO

With the exception of some studio sets, [16] (SYSTEM) is 
specified for the preset studio sets.

Specifying the System Setting Pad Mode
The system setting Pad Mode is recalled by studio sets whose Pad 
Mode is set to [16] (SYSTEM).

1. Go to [MENU] button&System&General tab.

2. Use the cursor buttons to select “Pad Mode” and 
use the dial to edit the value of the setting.

Value Explanation

OFF When you switch studio sets, the Pad Mode 
prior to the change is maintained.

SAMPLE PAD The pads play samples.

PART SELECT The pads select parts.

PART MUTE The pads turn part mute on/off.

PART SOLO The pads turn part solo on/off.

NUMERIC The pads operate as numeric keys.

PARTIAL SW/SEL The pads select partial or turn them on/off.

KBD SW The pads turn the keyboard switch on/off.

MEMO

If you want to save the setting, save the system settings (& 
Reference Manual (PDF)).

Using the [1]–[8] Buttons as Pads 
(Virtual Pad)

The [1]–[8] buttons located below the display can be used as pads 
[1]–[8] (Virtual Pad function).

1. In the top screen, hold down the [SHIFT] button 
and press the [6] (Virtual Pad) button.
The [PREVIEW] button blinks, and the Virtual Pad function turns 
on.

2. Press a [1]–[8] button below the display.
The pads are switched according to the button that you press.

To turn off the Virtual Pad function, hold down the [SHIFT] button 
and press the [6] (Virtual Pad) button to make the [PREVIEW] 
button go dark.

MEMO

 5 You can use the [PAD UTILITY] button to change pad 
settings (& Reference Manual (PDF)).

 5 When the Pad Mode is “SAMPLE PAD,” the [0] and [9] buttons 
below the display can be used as [HOLD] buttons.

Using the [PREVIEW] button to turn the Virtual Pad 
function on/off

You can use the [PREVIEW] button to turn the Virtual Pad function 
on/off.

1. Go to [MENU] button&System&General tab.

2. Use the cursor buttons to select “Preview Button 
Function” and use the dial to edit the value of the 
setting.

Value Explanation

PREVIEW
If you press the [PREVIEW] button, the [0]–
[9] buttons below the display can be used to 
audition the currently selected tone.

VIRTUAL PAD You can use the [PREVIEW] button to turn 
the Virtual Pad function on/off.

MEMO

If you want to save the setting, save the system settings (& 
Reference Manual (PDF)).

3. Set the Preview Button Function to “VIRTUAL PAD,” 
and return to the top screen.

4. Press the [PREVIEW] button to make it blink.
The Virtual Pad function turns on.

To turn off the Virtual Pad function, press the [PREVIEW] button to 
make it go dark.
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Using the FA as a Master Keyboard
For each part within a studio set, you can make settings to control 
an external MIDI sound module.

This lets you use a single FA workstation to independently control 
its own sounds and the sounds of an external module.

1. Go to the [MENU] button&Part View&PART VIEW 
screen.

2. Use the cursor buttons or the dial to access the 
Master Kbd (1/2) tab, and select PTX (Part TX).

MEMO

You can also switch tabs by holding down the [SHIFT] 
button and using the cursor [C] [A] buttons.

3. Use the [INC] [DEC] button or the dial to edit the 
setting for each part.

Value Explanation

ON

This is the normal setting.

The same MIDI messages are transmitted 
to the FA’s internal sound engine and to an 
external MIDI device. Messages that select 
or switch sounds (bank select, program 
change) use the settings for the sound that’s 
selected for that part.

OFF
Use this setting if you don’t want a specific 
part to transmit MIDI messages to an 
external MIDI device.

MKB

Use this setting if you want the FA to 
operate as a master keyboard that controls 
an external MIDI device.

The settings for controlling the external 
MIDI device can be specified using 
parameters located in the Master Kbd (1/2) 
tab and Master Kbd (2/2) tab of the part 
parameters.

MEMO

 5 Even for parts that are set to “MKB,” MIDI messages are 
transmitted to the FA’s internal sound engine. If you don’t 
want the FA’s own sound engine to produce sound, turn the 
Level/Pan tab’s Mute setting “ON” (so that the internal sound 
engine does not produce sound).

 5 The MIDI channel of each part is specified by the Level/Pan 
tab’s Ch (RX Channel) setting.

Setting Parameters to Control an External MIDI 
Device

To make these settings, use the following parameters located 
in the Master Kbd (1/2) tab and Master Kbd (2/2) tab of the part 
parameters.

Parameter Value Explanation

MSB 
(Bank Select MSB) 

OFF,  
0–127 Numerically specify the 

program number and bank 
select MSB/LSB messages that 
switch sounds on the external 
MIDI device.

LSB (Bank Select LSB) OFF,  
0–127

PC (Program Change) OFF,  
1–128

VOL (Volume) OFF,  
0–127

Adjusts the volume of the 
external MIDI device.

PCH BND (Bender 
Lever Switch) OFF, ON

Specifies whether the pitch 
bend lever controls the 
external MIDI device (ON) or 
not (OFF).

MOD CTL 
(Modulation Lever 
Switch) 

OFF, ON

Specifies whether the 
modulation lever controls the 
external MIDI device (ON) or 
not (OFF).

HOLD P (Hold Pedal 
Switch) OFF, ON

Specifies whether a pedal 
connected to the Hold jack 
controls the external MIDI 
device (ON) or not (OFF).

CTL P1 (Control 
Pedal1 Switch) OFF, ON

Specifies whether a pedal 
connected to the CTRL 1 jack 
controls the external MIDI 
device (ON) or not (OFF).

CTL P2 (Control 
Pedal2 Switch) OFF, ON

Specifies whether a pedal 
connected to the CTRL 2 jack 
controls the external MIDI 
device (ON) or not (OFF).

A1–A6 
 (Assignable Knob1–6) OFF, ON

Specifies whether the SOUND 
MODIFY [1]–[6] knobs control 
the external MIDI device (ON) 
or not (OFF) when using the 
SOUND MODIFY [1]–[6] knobs 
to control ASSIGN 1–6.

The functions to be 
controlled are specified by 
System0Knob tab0Sound 
Modify Knob 1–6 Assign.

However, MIDI messages are 
transmitted to the external 
MIDI device only if the Sound 
Modify Knob 1–6 Assign setting 
is “CC01–31, 33–95, PITCH 
BEND, or AFTERTOUCH.”
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Parameter Value Explanation

S1 (S1 Switch),  
S2 (S2 Switch) OFF, ON

Specifies whether the [S1] 
and [S2] buttons control the 
external MIDI device (ON) or 
not (OFF).

The functions to be controlled 
are specified by System0S1/
S2 tab0Switch S1, S2 Assign.

However, MIDI messages 
are transmitted to the 
external MIDI device only if 
the Switch S1 or S2 Assign 
setting is “CC01–31, 33–95, or 
AFTERTOUCH.”

DBEAM 
(D-BEAM Switch) OFF, ON

Specifies whether the D-BEAM 
controller controls the external 
MIDI device (ON) or not (OFF) 
when the D-BEAM controller’s 
[ASSIGNABLE] setting is on.

The function to be controlled is 
specified by System0D-Beam 
tab0D-Beam Assign.

However, MIDI messages are 
transmitted to the external 
MIDI device only if the D-Beam 
Assign setting is “CC01–31, 
33–95, BEND DOWN, BEND UP, 
or AFTERTOUCH.”

MEMO

If you want to save the settings, save the studio set (& 
Reference Manual (PDF)).

Controlling Ableton Live from the FA
You can set the FA’s control map to “Ableton Live” and use the FA 
as a controller for Ableton Live.

This is an easy way to use a control map with settings that are 
appropriate for Ableton Live.

MEMO

For details on how to make control map settings, refer to the 
Reference Manual (PDF).

Making Settings in Ableton Live
Here’s how to make control surface settings in Ableton Live.

* Use the most recent version of Ableton Live. For information on 
how to update Ableton Live, refer to the Help or to the website 
of Ableton AG.

1. Open [Options]0[Preferences], and click the “Link 
MIDI” tab.

2. Choose “Roland FA” as the control surface, and 
choose “FA-06 08 DAW CTRL” as the input port and 
output port.
This completes control surface settings.

Ableton Live Control Map

[1]–[6] knobs, [S1] [S2] buttons
Indicator lit by the 
[SELECT] button [1]–[6] knobs [S1] [S2] buttons

Adjust the level of 
each track.

Switch the tracks 
(1–6,7–12, 
13–18 ...).

Adjust the pan of 
each track.

Adjust the Sends [A] 
of each track.

Adjust the Sends [B] 
of each track.

Unlit

Use the [1]–[6] knob 
assignments in the 
FA’s DAW CONTROL 
screen0Controller 
tab.

Use the [S1] [S2] 
button assignments 
in the FA’s DAW 
CONTROL screen 
0Controller tab.

Pads [1]–[16]
These control the 16 pads of the Drum Rack.

Other controllers
Controller Explanation

[  ] button Start playback.

[  ] button Start recording on record-standby tracks.

[  ] button
Return the current position to the 
beginning.

[  ] button Rewind.

[  ] button Fast-forward.

[  ] button Stop recording or playback.


